THE DEMISE OF AMERICA

Ω

Judgment of Babylon Weighed in the Balance
A Sword Coming to Divide the Nation

LIBRA

Mercury rises first, as it is just above the Sun when the Eclipse occurs. It is pronouncing this coming ‘weighing in the balance’, judgment and demise of the Great
City; Great Nation that once was, but now to be divided with the sword prophetically. The other planet that follows the Eclipse is Saturn that many would attribute to
Kronos, or father time as in a time to end and begin, a conclusion of an episode. Perhaps this is the very divine message to this Great City of America. A message
to note that America, Babylon has been given over to Satan and is to be weighed, judged and divided by a sword. Interestingly, the Eclipse begins near the
Longitude of NYC and it ends near the Longitude of Babylon in Iraq. Mathematically, this Hybrid Eclipse conjoins NYC with Babylon in a perfect phi ratio φ when
the Eclipse reaches its Maximum at 0° Latitude, 0° Longitude. What are the odds of this?

November 3, 2013
Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin

~7:20am local time
- 45min duration
- Sunrise

אנמ, אנמ, לקת, ןיסרפ

THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL
The imagery of where this November 3 Hybrid Eclipse
takes place is profound, in the midst of the Scales or
Balances of Libra. Perhaps this Hybrid Eclipse is
highlighting the ‘writing on the wall’ that the City and
Nation of America has been placed on these Scales,
weighed and found short of the expected standard
and thus judgment is to follow by the Sword of Lady
Justice.
What is this demise? It is of a national judgment
and division of this Great City and Nation. IF this
is to be a literal judgment, as in another attack
like 9-11 or a natural catastrophic event like a
tsunami, EMP or nuke, that remains to be seen as
well.
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Gamma

0.3272

Magnitude

1.0159

Maximum eclipse
Duration
Coordinates

1m 40s
3.5N 11.7W

Max. width of band 58 km

This study postulates that this 3-Woman stage
typology has been and will be the pattern of the City
and Nation in terms of its evolution and sad conclusion.
There is a past, a present and future condition; the Virgin, the
Harlot and the Justice. Sadly, NYC and America has presently
become the Whore of Babylon that once was the Virgin America and
will now experience the wrath of GOD and be divided by the Sword
that Lady Justice has. With some poetic license here, the Statue of
Liberty will morph into the Justice of Liberty that will hold up the
Scales of Libra as the Torch is represented by this Hybrid rare Solar
Eclipse. What she has on her other hand as the Book of Promise will
be morphed into a Sword that will divide instead.

Since 9-11, and because of this attack on NYC, the USA and the world
has changed forever how the USA views the world and how the world
views NYC and America. Many believe that 9-11 is when America lost its
innocence. Because of this event, an inside job or not, it forever changed
how America treated its own people, its own citizen and how the USA
went back on the Promise engraved on the very Statue of Liberty. Too
many, she ironically stopped being the beacon of hope and light that she
once represented. For the purposes of this study, NYC represents 3
types of women metaphorically throughout the history of the City which
is an embodiment of the USA as a whole. The 1st Women is Virgin
America as in Lady Liberty, the 2nd Woman is the Harlot of
Babylon and 3, Lady Justice.

Times (UTC)
(P1) Partial begin 10:04:34
(U1) Total begin 11:05:17
Greatest eclipse 12:47:36
(U4) Total end
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(P4) Partial end 15:28:21
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